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PUBLICATION THESIS OPTION 
This thesis is composed of one paper which was reformatted in the style used by the 
university. 
The first paper presented in pages 4-33 titled “A NOVEL EXTENSION OF 
BOUNDING BOX FOR COLLISION DETECTION IN 5-AXIS TOOL PATH 
GENERATION FOR SURFACE FINISH MACHINING OF FREEFORM SURFACES” 
is intended for submission to INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMPUTER-AIDED 




Research in the field of Tool path generation for freeform surfaces has been done 
intensively in the past. However, the main challenge that still exists is the computational 
efficiency related to the tool path generation. Tool path generation for freeform surface 
involves instantaneous calculation of new tool orientations which does not collide with 
the neighboring surfaces. Since the collision check of tool and neighboring surface is 
done repetitively at every instant of the tool, the calculations at every instant are to be 
computationally as easy as possible.  
This thesis is composed of one paper. Paper I presents a novel extension of the 
Bounding Box technique used for collision detection. This novel method solves the above 
mentioned challenge of computational efficiency in the field of tool path generation. The 
new approach that has been implemented in Paper I involves using the simplest 
computational operators that are comparison operators along with a novel Diagonal 
Bounding Box technique. This ensures the tool path generation to be less cumbersome 
computationally.  
Furthermore, the boundaries of the proposed machining algorithm in terms of 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1. OBJECTIVE  
Research in the field of tool path generation for machining freeform surfaces has 
one major challenge, which is the computational efficiency of creating the tool paths. The 
basic idea is to keep the calculation as simple as possible or use computational operators 
that are the quickest for a computer language. Thus this research aims at solving the 
major challenge of computational efficiency by proposing and implementing a novel 
extension of the bounding box technique for calculating collision free tool orientations at 
every instant. 
 
1.2. BACKGROUND AND PROPOSED TECHNIQUES  
Laser Aided Metal Deposition Process creates a product using the concept of 
additive manufacturing. The main applications of this process are in part repairs and 
generation of freeform and complex surfaces. Aerospace metals such as titanium are a 
good example for the explanation of this process. Once titanium alloy powder has been 
deposited, the final part geometry needs further finish machining operations to have the 
final customer specified surface finish. 
5-axis surface finish machining is used to machine these freeform complex 
surfaces. Now since the part shapes and the material to be machined involved are 
2 
complex in geometry and physical property, an optimum collision free tool path has to be 
generated to achieve the final result of customer specified surface finish with least tool 
wear or breakage.  
In the past, tool path generation for freeform surfaces has been extensively 
researched. The main challenge in this area though is the computational efficiency of the 
tool path generation process. The method of scallop height as mentioned in paper I [3] is 
one of the most popular techniques to generate tool paths. Collision detection of the tool 
with the neighboring surface has been done using different techniques like C-space 
method. All these methods aim at solving the same issue of computational efficiency. 
This research incorporates the various established techniques of tool path 
generation and adds to the tool path generation algorithm a new approach of bounding 
box. This new approach has the main inclination on reducing the overall computational 
time. This has been done by using the fastest computational comparators that are the 
“comparison operators (‘<’ & ‘>’)”.  
 
1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS 
Listed below are the contributions of Paper-I. 
 A novel technique to calculate the initial probable collision points inside the 
bounding box. This approach is computationally less cumbersome and thus 
3 
aims at solving the main problem in the field of tool path generation which is 
computational efficiency. 
 A simple integrated approach of machining a freeform surface from b-spline 
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Abstract 
This paper proposes a completely automated and integrated tool path planning 
software for finish machining of freeform surfaces. This software’s capability spans from 
generation of b-spline freeform surfaces to optimizing the surface finish to Collision 
Detection to tool path generation. Two scallop height methods have been used to 
compare the optimal tool path strategy. Collision detection of tool with neighboring 
surfaces and collision correction for tool are solved by using a novel extension of 
bounding box which uses body diagonal points for computation. Furthermore, this paper 
proposes a multiple screening technique to improve the computational efficiency of tool 
path generation calculations. Final freeform machining has been implemented on wax 
using Fryer 5X-45 machining center. 




Research in the field of tool path generation for 5-axis machining using ball-end mill 
has been very extensive. The concept of scallop height introduced [1] by Hsi-Yung Feng 
has been used in this paper. Furthermore, in the area of collision detection, the concept of 
treating tool holder as cylinder [2], has been modified to be as cuboids. Also, research 
related to bounding boxes with regards to text blocks as shown in [4] has been done in 
the past. However, these bounding box techniques when applied to dynamic tool 
movement appear to be computationally cumbersome.  
Thus, this paper aims at integrating the various existing ideas of tool path generation 
and collision detection using bounding box. In the process, it also proposes a novel 
application of bounding box technique to improve the computational efficiency of 
collision check. 
We are using python 2.7 environment with numpy and scipy modules for coding. 
Matplotlib has been used for 3D-plotting. 5-axis machining has been done on Fryer 5X-




r  = tool radius 
h  = scallop height 
R  = radius of curvature of the surface at any given iteration 
 i,P j  = control points for generating b-spline surfaces  
,u v  = parametric space replacing x,y,z 3d co-ordinate system  
,k l  = degree of curve along u and v 




3. REPRESENTATION OF FREEFORM SURFACE 
Freeform surfaces are defined by using B-spline surfaces (Fig. 1.). 
 




Fig. 1: B-Spline Surface Generation. 
 
Input: Control points, knots & degree of curve along u & v. 
Output: B-Spline-surface that can map from u,v  x,y,z 
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4. TOOL PATH GENERATION 
4.1. BACKGROUND & TERMINOLOGIES 
Scallop is the amount of material that is intentionally left behind on the surface of 
the final machined part as shown in Fig. 2. Scallops are formed when the tool steps-over 
for the next tool path by the calculated tool path interval (TPI) or step-over distance. 
The tool is by default aligned with the surface normal of any surface point at any 
given instant in 5-axis machining. This in turn may result in collision of tool with 
neighboring surface. It has been explained in detail in Sec. 5.  
 
  
Fig. 2: Scallop Height and Tool Path Interval. 
 
We have selected cutter location (CL) points instead of cutter contact (CC) points as 
the parameter to create the tool path. This is because, if CC point is the rotation center 
when collision correction is applied, there will be gouging (also called local interference) 
9 
as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, we have overcome gouging by pivoting the tool about the CL 
point when applying collision correction. 
 
 
Fig. 3: Gouging when Rotation About CC. 
 
4.2. TOOL PATH INTERVAL & CURVATURE RADIUS 
A freeform surface can be generalized as having one of any three contours at any 
given point. These are Convex, Concave or flat surface curvature. TPI’s for these three 
conditions are shown in Fig. 4. respectively, which incorporate the scallop height as a 
customer input factor. 
The circles represent the ball end of tool when the tool is about to step-over for the 
next tool path. 
Using Eqn. (2.1), Eqn. (2.2) & Eqn. (2.3), for the respective surfaces shown in Fig. 
4(a)., Fig. 4(b)., & Fig. 4(c)., TPI’s have been calculated. 
The consecutive points along the parametric direction perpendicular to the tool travel 
are taken to calculate the Radius of Curvature of the surface at that instant. For example 
10 
if the tool travels along ‘V’ parametric space then, ‘U’, ‘U+0.02’, & ‘U+0.04 will be 
considered to calculate the Radius of Curvature at the corresponding next step over point 
along ‘U’ parametric space.’ 
 
   























             (2.2) 
2 2
[3]
2 ( )flatTPI r r h                (2.3) 
 
4.3. SCALLOP HEIGHT & TOOL PATH STRATEGY 
Two strategies were implemented for sweeping across the free-form surface with 
constant scallop height (CSH). 
4.3.1. Minimum Step-Over Scallop Height Method (MSH). The next TPI along U 
parametric space is calculated along every movement in V. Then the minimum amongst 
the set of U is selected as the next TPI. This method gives more tool passes thus giving 








Fig. 5: Tool Path Strategy. (a) Minimum Step-Over Method, (b) Constant Scallop Height 
Method with Maximum Step-Over. 
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4.3.2. Constant Scallop Height Method with Maximum Step-Over (CSH). The 
next TPI along U parametric space is calculated along every movement in V. The 
corresponding next U for every current U is calculated till any U is greater than Umax. 
This new calculated set of different U’s is used as the next tool path interval along with 
the constant divisions in V. Refer Fig. 5(b). 
Thus, this method sweeps across the finish machining surface in fewer passes as 
compared to the earlier method. However, the smoothness of the final surface would be 
less as compare to the earlier method (MSH). 
Now that we know the cutter contact (CC) points and tool orientation (default 
orientation = surface normal at CC) at those points, the next step is to check if collision 




5. COLLISION DETECTION 
Once the initial tool path is generated, there might be instance where the tool 
collides with either the current surface or the neighboring surface Fig. 6. 
 
 
Fig. 6: Tool Collision with Neighboring Surface. 
 
Thus, the goal is to identify the pool of surface points that might collide with the tool 
at any given instant of tool orientation. This has been achieved in 2 steps by using the 
concept of Bounding Box (BB). 
Bounding box technique has been used for collision detection in game engines and 
also in tool path generation. However, a novel extension of the bounding box technique 
has been implemented in this paper. This approach makes tool path generation 
computationally efficient when a lot of iterations of collision check are done for a huge 
14 
number of surface points. Section 5.1 & 5.2 further explains the flaws with a simple 
bounding box and the solution that has been implemented. 
 
5.1. DYNAMIC BODY-DIAGONAL BOUNDING BOX FOR INITIAL COARSE 
SCREENING 
 
A simple rectangular bounding box (BB) is generally used initially to have better 
computational efficiency. A simple rectangular BB uses “greater than” & “less than” 
comparators. These are the fastest in computation. Thus, a rectangular BB helps in 
quickly sieving out any unnecessary points when collision of the tool at a given cutter 
contact point is being checked with the entire surface. 
The size of the conventional rectangular BB is the “diameter+tolerance” of the tool 
& the “Length of the tool + tolerance”, Fig. 7(a). However, the conventional BB theory 
fails to include the whole tool when the tool is tilted as shown in Fig. 7(b). Thus, the 
bounding box has to dynamically increase according to the tilt in the tool. 
 
ˆ.CL CC r n    (3.1) 
, , ,( )a a aA x y z CL K   
 (3.2) 
, , ,
ˆ( ) ( . )b b bB x n Ly z CL K    (3.3) 




K is the vector that is symmetric about the surface normal. This furthermore adds to 
reduced computation when finding the body diagonal points A & B, refer Fig. 8. Body-
Diagonal Rectangular BB serves two purposes: 
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• It successfully captures the entire tool mathematically at every instant of tool 
motion by dynamically increasing the bounds of the box. 




(a)    (b) 
 
Fig. 7: Conventional Bounding Box Flaw. (a) Bounding Box Covering Entire Tool for 
Flat Surface, (b) Bounding Box Failing to Cover Entire Tool for Curved Surface. 
 
We perform this initial coarse screening of surface points to have a small set 
probable collision surface points (Fig. 9). Points inside BB (PIBB) are the next input for 
fine screening. PIBB are the coarsely sieved surface points that might collide with the 
current tool orientation.  




Fig. 8: Initial Bounding Box by Body Diagonal Points. 
 
 
Fig. 9: Probable Collision Points for Fine Screening. 
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5.2. DETAILED BOUNDING BOX & FINE SCREENING 
From the input of PIBB, a new bounding box is formed mathematically which 
mocks the tool at that instant, refer Fig. 10. 
The input of PIBB is further sieved through Eqn. (3.1), Eqn. (3.2), Eqn. (3.3), and 
Eqn. (3.4) respectively, to mathematically mock the tool position for the current CC point 
and tool orientation. This then gives us the final set of collision points. 
 
 
Fig. 10: Detailed Bounding Box and Collision Points. 
 
Eqn. (3.1) checks and takes all the points that are above the CC plane. Eqn. (3.2) 
checks from this new set of PIBB for the points that lie inside the projected cylinder.  
 
ˆ 0n p    (3.1) 
ˆ| ( ) |ˆp n n p r     (3.2) 
nˆ p r    (3.3) 




Fine Screening Algorithm 
Eqn. (3.1) sieves and takes all the points from PIBB which are above the CC plane.  
Eqn. (3.2) forms a projected cylinder along the tool normal and takes all the 
points lying inside this cylinder 
Eqn. (3.3) concentrates the next check just below the CL plane where the 
projected cylinder needs to be corrected to mathematically mock a 
hemisphere of ball end mill 
Eqn. (3.4) checks sieves and takes all the points from the sieved 
points that lie inside the ball area of the projected cylinder 
 
This set of final collision points is sent to the next step of collision correction which 
has been explained in the next section. 
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6. COLLISION CORRECTION 
The aim of collision correction is to 
• Firstly, find the point from set of collision points that will first collide with 
the tool 
• Secondly, to find the new tool direction that will be collision free 
In Fig. 11(a)., 1 2 3, &P P P  
are the inputs for collision correction functions. They are 
the final set of collision points. From this set, the point closest to the tool (i.e. which 
would first collide with the tool) is selected. This has been achieved by calculating the 
component of vector c along the tool travel direction d for every collision point. Then, we 
take ˆmin( )c d . In Fig. 11(a)., 2P  would first collide with the tool. 
Once the closest point to the tool that will collide (P2) is found, we find the new tool 







c c d d
n







Eqn. (4) calculates the new tool orientation by avoiding collision with the closest 
point (P2). Thus, we find the new collision free tool position, Fig. 11(b). & Fig. 11(c). 
This new tool orientation along with constant CL point is sent back to the collision check 
algorithm. It checks if this new tool orientation collides with any other surface points. 
This loop of check keeps on executing till a tool orientation is found which does not have 





   
(b)      (c) 
 
Fig. 11: Collision Correction. (a) First Point that Collides with Tool, (b) Collision 




#======================== MAIN PROGRAM =======================# 
-------------------- OBJECT CREATION -------------------- 
creating B-spline_surface CLASS object 
creating Tool_data CLASS object 
creating Tool_path_ CLASS object 
 
TOOL PATH_as_xyzijk or xyzac = tool_path_oject_call(tool_path_generation) 
G&M code for machining = Post_Processor(xyzijk or xyzac) 
a,c = rotation about x-axis & z-axis 
#==============================================================# 
 
#======================= Classes and Functions ======================# 
-------------------- TOOL PATH GENERATION -------------------- 
Tool_path  tool path generation 
-------------------- Final UV List calculations for tool orientation decisions ------------------ 
Method 1: Minimum stepover method 
calculating stepover(u,v)   
                3points  bsplinesurface[(u,v), (u,v+0.2h), (u,v+0.4h)] 
Checking if point(u,v) lies on flat, concave or convex  
return Stepover 
minimum(stepover) as next stepover 
22 
 Method 2: Max stepover and CSH method 
calculating stepover(u,v) 
3points  bsplinesurface[(u,v), (u,v+0.2h), (u,v+0.4h)] 
Checking if point(u,v) lies on flat, concave or convex  
return Stepover 
Storing every stepover for corresponding 'v' 
Dynamic stepover for every changing 'v' from previously calculated list 
  
-------------------- Loop of collision check & correction--------------------  
 
Run through the entire Final UV list 
collision_check(CL_point, new_tool_normal) 
collision_points = initial_screening(surface_points)           
refined_points = detailed_screening(points inside BB)  
 
collision_correction(final_set_of_collision_points) 
closest point to tool(final_set_of_collision_points) 
new corrected tool direction (current tool direction) 
   return (CL_points and collision free tool-directions) 
 
return Final CL points and tool directions [x,y,z,i,j,k] OR 




The final tool path for one of the free-form surfaces has been shown in Fig. 12(a). & 
Fig. 12(b). We have used h=0.125, just for better representation and tool dia., d=0.5”. 
The plotting has been done in matplotlib. 
The two different tool path strategies of Minimum Step-over (MSH) & maximum 
step-over constant scallop height (CSH) were compared. From Fig. 12(a). & Fig. 12(b). 
respectively, we have, 
 
 No. of tool-passes in MSH = 8;  Better Surface finish 
 No. of tool-passes in CSH = 7;  Better Machining Efficiency 
 
Maximum Step-over Constant Scallop Height (CSH) method has been selected for 
real life machining. The machining has been implemented using the Fryer 5X-45 5-axis 
machining center at Missouri University of Science of Technology; Rolla, MO. Wax 
block has been used as the work piece material. Fig. 13(a). & Fig. 13(b)., shows CSH 
machining using scallop height, h=0.125” and h=0.005”. 
Refer the next two pages for the figures of generated tool paths and machined tool 









Fig. 12: Generated Tool Paths with h=0.125”. (a) MSH Tool Path with 8 Tool Passes, (b) 













9. EXPLORATION AND LIMITATIONS 
This section is aimed at shedding some light on the proper application and the 
limitations of this algorithm. This has been achieved by making three classification; 
Superfluous, Efficient and Extreme. Below mentioned are their respective explanations. 
 
9.1. SUPERFLUOUS 
These are surfaces which can be machined using a general 3-axis machining 
algorithm or surfaces which do not have extreme curvatures or surfaces that do not need 
collision detection. For example, flat surfaces, sine curves, general geometric shapes such 
as rectangles, triangles etc. Fig. 14. shows an example of this where our machining 
algorithm has been used. 
 
9.2. EFFICIENT 
These are surfaces which are apt for being machined using our machining 
algorithm. Examples of this would involve surfaces that have curvatures that would make 
the tool collide with the part geometry and thus would require collision correction. Fig. 
15. shows the various shapes and the corresponding successful collision free tool paths 
generated using our proposed machining algorithm. The b-spline freeform surface has 
been shown in blue and red color represents the collision free tool path. Scallop height of 
0.1” has been used to show that the proposed algorithm is capable of generating collision 












These are surfaces which have extreme curvatures. Our machining algorithm 
strategy would not fail, but would end in an infinite loop trying to find the collision free 
tool paths for such surfaces. Fig. 16. depicts one such example of a very complex 
freeform surface. 
As shown, the tool will initially be in position 1 and would try to correct itself to 
avoid collision-1 area shown by red. After applying collision correction several times 
(represented by tool transition positions 2 and 3), the tool would achieve the collision free 
tool position 4.  
However, in tool position 4, area collision-2 takes place. Thus, the collision 
correction will again be applied and now the tool will correct from tool position 4 to 
position 1.This is a typical case of Type I Error. Here the proposed algorithm succeeds in 
detecting collision and applying collision correction but, fails to decipher a finite 
solution.  
This has its advantages in the fact that we avoid Type II Error, where the proposed 
algorithm would fail to detect the collision in such a situation. However, the limitation as 
mentioned earlier is that the machining algorithm would not be able to compute a finite 








Fig.15: Efficient Tool Paths for Complex Surfaces. (a) Surface 1, (b) Surface 2. 
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This paper proposes a complete integration of various existing ideas such as tool 
path generation with scallop height method and collision detection using bounding box 
method. 
Furthermore, this paper proposes a new approach to bounding box calculations to 
reduce the computational time. Thus, complete tool path planning software has been 
developed which incorporates a novel initial coarse & final fine screen technique of quick 
collision check along with the existing tool path planning strategies. 
Thus, the contribution of this research to the existing body of knowledge is the novel 
idea of body diagonal bounding box which increases the computational efficiency in 
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2.  CONCLUSION 
A novel idea of Body diagonal Bounding Box was proposed and applied in this 
research. The final tool path generated is more efficient conceptually in terms of 
computational efficiency. This new idea has been implemented on wax blocks for final 5-
axis machining using a ball-end mill. In future, this tool path generation software will be 
integrated with MAPS software which generates the G&M code for laser aided metal 
deposition system. This research has solved the problem of machining freeform surface 
and collision of tool with the neighboring surface. Future scope of the research can 
involve optimization of the process of selection of surfaces to be machined. 
Furthermore, this research was successful in exploring the possible applications of 
this machining algorithm. It has been successful in identifying and classifying the various 
surfaces based on the complexity of machining to determine the feasibility of applying 
this algorithm.   
35 
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